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Welcome to the Term 3 edition of the ECHO 2021. Here we go again into the world of uncertainty and trepidation! COVID
has again raised its ugly head and we must obey! Please enjoy a moment to read the important information (and some
great stories) in this edition.

WHAT’S IN THIS EDITION?
P1 COVER FEATURE - Volunteer Power

P2 A Message from our President - Barbara Thomson

P3 Re-emergence of COVID - Our Response

P4 Course Coordinator / Leader’s Liaison Report

P5 Spotlight on Some Courses

P6 ‘Our Home Report’ - Lorraine McEwan-McKenzie

P7 Funding Grants - An Update

P8 Our Garden Projects in Pictures

P9 Laraine Dunn—SUPERWOMAN

P10 Community Service Announcements

A HUGE THANK YOU to our Hard-Working Garden Volunteers - An Amazing Effort!
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Is it just me or is this year flying past?
Terms 1 & 2 are behind us and as the NSW
government eased some CoVid-19 restrictions, we were able to increase some
class sizes. The music and singing classes
were particularly badly hit with the restrictions imposed. We have also been able to introduce a few
new classes and some ‘one-off’ and ‘taster’ classes.
Special General Meeting
As you are aware the Annual General Meeting is no longer held in
conjunction with enrolments. A consequence of this is that the
number of members attending the AGM has fallen dramatically,
which we did expect. However this creates a problem in obtaining
a quorum so the AGM can proceed. The Special General Meeting
will take place using either email or for those without email by
postal vote as we did last time. Further information and the postal
vote form are included with this Echo.

Have your seen our new garden?
One of the many grants that we have been awarded this year,
thanks to Lorraine McEwan McKenzie’s talents, has been put to
good use at the front of the hall. The old rotting garden edging has
been replaced (by a professional) which was promptly filled with
new soil, plants and mulch by a team of volunteers which included
some ‘ring-ins’ from the table tennis classes and friends and family of the grounds and garden team. Lorraine’s report, as BSCC
Convenor, will give more details but I would like to extend a huge
thank you to all participants and a special thank you to Lorraine,
not just for the submission but for organising everything
(including the yummy pumpkin soup).
Leaders, Course Clerks, COVID-19 Wardens

We all know that we have a wonderful group of leaders who give
of their time and expertise to educate us and make us move (even
if it’s only to the lunch table!). At every Leader’s Meeting, which
are held twice a year, I sing the praises of this wonderful group of
COVID-19
people, some of whom have done so for many years. I know the
leaders themselves enjoy having the opportunity to get together
I began to write this report a few weeks ago as I was expecting my
with other like-minded people to explore their subject and to see
grandsons to be with me last week. This is what I wrote, ‘I must
the pleasure that it gives to others. Eastlakes U3A are very fortucommend you for the way that you have all embraced the new
nate in having so many people willing to lead a class.
government regulations brought in at the beginning of the year
regarding QR check-in requirements to our hall. We must however The Course Clerks have always been there to ably assist the leadremain vigilant about QR codes, hand sanitising as we enter the
ers by taking the roll and in various other ways as required. With
hall and cleaning any equipment that we use in class. Our region
extra responsibilities because of the COVID-19 regulations the
has been very fortunate in not having any pandemic outbreaks
Course Clerks have been a huge help to the leaders not just in
nearby, unlike parts of Sydney.’ Two days later Gladys locked
taking the roll but in ensuring that hands are sanitised as are any
down Greater Sydney, which is only a few minutes’ drive south of chairs and tables that have been used.
our region, because of the ultra-virulent Delta virus.
This year we also had COVID-19 wardens to assist the memberThis is a very fluid situation with Greater Sydney in lockdown until ship with the new QR check-in system. After a couple of weeks
the 9th July. None of us is able to predict what is ahead tomorrow, everyone was on-board with the QR system and some were rather
much less further down the track as we are in unknown territory
proud of their new technological skill.
with this virus. Let’s be honest, we have slipped into complacency
On behalf of the membership I would like to thank all of the volbecause we have been spared any local hotspots of the virus.
unteers who keep Eastlakes U3A operating. The leaders, course
When we return to class government regulations specify that we
clerks and COVID-19 wardens, at the hall the grounds and garden
must check-in using the QR code, sanitise hands upon entry, wear
team, the administration team and the cleaning team and finally
masks indoors, sanitise any chairs and tables used and observe
the Management Committee. You are all important and your conthe 4 sq m rule. We must be extra vigilant with all these rules to
tribution to this organisation explains the success that is Eastlakes
protect not only ourselves but also the organisation from spot
U3A. Without you we cannot exist. Thank you.
checks by the Police. However, please be aware that there is a
Barbara Thomson
strong possibility of us having to shut down face to face classes
at any time.

On-Line Special General Meeting
There will be a separate email sent to email members very soon, which contains a link to the GOOGLE FORM
Meeting Notice and Voting form. Mailout members will find this form with their ECHO. This separate form
gives details of the SGM that proposes an important change to our Constitution so that we can ensure a
quorum at our AGM and SGM meetings. Please read carefully and register your vote.
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COVID Has Raised its Ugly Head Again!
Here is how we will all stay safe.


All decisions will be guided by Health Department advice/ restrictions
- Singing is currently banned so, until this restriction is lifted, no singing groups can continue in
NSW . This will affect EU3A Social Singers, Ukulele and Men’s Music Group. (Unless Leaders decide they can run the group only playing instruments)
- ALL INSIDE GROUPS will be required to WEAR MASKS, adhere to the 4 square meter rule and be
limited to 20 people, until this restriction is lifted. This includes exercise and dance classes.



Return to Term 3 MAY be delayed if COVID cases emerge in Newcastle or
Lake Macquarie.
- An email will be sent to members (or postal notification) if postponement of the start to term 3
is deemed necessary. If no notification is given, please assume term 3 will begin as planned



Contact tracing protocols (QR Code entry, roll keeping) must be STRICTLY observed
and will be the critical role for Leaders, Course Clerks and COVID Wardens.
- QR Codes are now mandatory in NSW for ALL venues. Leaders and Course Clerks will need to
develop greater diligence in enforcing QR check-ins, the use of hand sanitiser & mask wearing.
- COVID WARDENS will need to be reinstated or established to ensure all of the protocols are adhered to.



We will now hold TWO Leaders Meetings - Thursday 15th & Friday 16th July to ensure 4 square meter rule in the hall. If there is a delay in the start of term 3,
these meetings will be held the Thursday & Friday before the start of term.
- Focus will be around COVID Protocols as well as existing agenda items
- Leaders will be sent an email asking them to chose either a Thursday or Friday meeting
time. Leaders MUST attend one of the meetings or contact the Leaders Liaison Officer to arrange a briefing at another time.

We send our best wishes and fondest thoughts to all of our members who may be
feeling anxious again for themselves or loved ones affected by this latest outbreak.
Please read the important information on the back page that gives you some further
details about the new ‘Older Persons Support Line’
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From our Course Coordinator & Leaders Liaison Officer
who made some amazing portraiture innovations since the ‘70’s.
He held exhibitions at two shopping centres and was a soughtafter wedding and family photographer. In this ‘Taster’, Noel will
showcase some of his work and provide tips about how to take
great portraits. If there is an interest, this may become a term
course in Term 4.

Hello Members,

Judy Adnum

Anne Lawler

Course Co-Ordinator

Leaders Liaison Officer

We hope you have enjoyed the classes in the first half of the year.
We are currently keeping a very close eye on the restrictions
placed by the NSW government due to COVID. Please be confident that we err on the side of caution and watch the website for
Some of Noel’s innovative and beautiful photography
up to date changes as they occur and as they apply to our classes
for Term 3. Naturally, QR codes, mask wearing and sanitation
TASTER SUCCESS
requirements will also need to be strictly adhered to by members
Last term we ran a taster course with David Alderton who gave us
in support of Leaders.
some great insights into first Aid and CPR. We are pleased to anSEEKING MEMBERS!!
nounce that, due to the positive feedback, David will now offer
this course in Term 4. Check out the next ECHO for details.
The 500 Club that runs at Windale Bowling Club on Thursday
afternoons between 1.00 & 3.30pm, would love to see some new GOT A TASTER YOU WOULD LIKE TO OFFER? Or any course
faces. If you would like to find out more, please contact Marianne suggestions? PLEASE contact Judy or Anne.
on 0447 115 345 or just turn up and see if a social game of 500 is
Judy: courses.eu3a@gmail.com
right for you.
Anne: leadersliaison.eu3a@gmail.com

NEW TASTER COURSES

All the best for Term 3 and keep your eye on the website for latest information. Check out the new courses on offer

Coming up in Term 3 will be one of our new taster courses - The Art of Photography with Noel
Clarke. Noel is a legendary local photographer

Judy & Anne - Course Co-ordinator/Leaders’ Liaison.

NEW CLASSES for 2021

Term Class

Class Name

Day

Time

Comment

4

119

An Introduction to Robotics

Monday

11:00am to 12:00pm

Class Waitlisted

Term
Break
Term
Break
3

135

5 Minute Reflexology Massage

9:00am to 10:00am

One day only

136

5 Minute Reflexology Massage

10:15am to 11:15am

One day only

TASTER

The Art of Photography

Monday
12/7/21
Monday
12/7/21
17th Aug

1.30pm - 2.30pm

One day only

3&4

212

Small Group IPad – Beginners

Tuesday

9:30am to 11:00am

Continuing from

3&4

224

Small Group IPad – Advanced

Tuesday

11:15am to 12:45pm

Terms 1&2

4

322

Aquarobics 1

Wednesday

12:45pm to 1:30pm

Term 4 only

4

324

Aquarobics 2

Wednesday

1:45pm to 2:30pm

Term 4 only

3

517

Photography for Beginners

Friday

1:00pm to 2:30pm

Term 3 only
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What’s Happening in Our Courses?
AQUA AT VALENTINE RETURNS
Drum roll please ………
The news you’ve all been waiting for - Aquarobics classes are back
in term 4 at the Valentine Pool!
We have 2 classes on offer on Wednesday afternoon and the
leaders are rearing to go.
The pool has undergone repairs and renovations and the facility
Check out the list of new classes published in this Echo and conwill now have a lifeguard on duty at all times. Even though U3A
incurs an extra cost for this, we are keeping the participant contri- tact Jim Lavell (Enrolment Officer) to secure your place!
bution to $20. This is payable in CASH to the class leader by week
Happy Splashing
2 of class (please NO deposits into our bank for this payment).
Nerida Tempest (Venues Officer)

their questions, made them laugh
and left us all begging for more. At
th
the end of the session, Bruce was
On Friday the 7 May, the Men’s Music Group was treated to a
presented with a very special bottle
special guest singer to tell his
of red by the Leaders of a very apstory and share some songs…
none other than Bruce Matiske! preciative Men’s Music Group.
Leo from the group had tracked
“I don’t know how we are going to
this local hero down and Bruce top this” says Dan Berry, group leader. “Leo will have to get to the
was only too happy to come and phone and start asking around.”
share his musical journey. For
The Men’s Music Group has
those who aren't familiar with
been one of EU3A’s shining sucthe name, Bruce Matiske is on
cesses in our 2021 program and
par with Tommy Emanuel, one
we are hoping to hear a public
of the greatest guitarists in the
performance from them in the
world.
not-too-distant future.

SPECIAL TREAT FOR MEN’S MUSIC GROUP

What a treat!
The blokes were enthralled at Bruce’s story and in awe of his music as he told the story of his career including the incredible fact
that he practices 6 hours a day (or was it 8?) and has travelled the
world with his guitar that just weaves his magic and leaves his
audiences spellbound everywhere he goes.
He had a room full of men totally mesmerised as he answered
You must register by contacting our Enrolment Officer - Jim Lavell
The final activity in U3A’s gardening program is a 1 hour presenta- at membership.eu3a@gmail.com.Tuesday 13th July - 10.00 till
11.00am at our hall (BSCC) 7 Glover St Belmont.
tion on “Backyard Habitat for Wildlife”. Native animals are becoming dependent on our backyards to survive when their own
habitat is lost or damaged. Come along to hear how you can help. And don’t forget to keep an eye out for our next Wildflower Walk
It’s a free program which provides the opportunity for you to help with Jenny Robinson in Belmont Wetlands State Park in Spring.
local wildlife. When you join, you’ll receive many freebies, planting guides, discounts at garden centres and much, much
more. Margo Smith, who is the Sustainability Engagement
Officer for LMCC, will present the program AND EVERYONE IS
WELCOME.
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NATIVE GARDEN PROGRAM - FINAL CLASS

Hello everyone! –

the carpark at the back re-lined so that the parking bays are clearer.

Last Echo I talked about the grant
projects we were looking forward to
undertaking and this time, I am happy to tell you that two of them are all
but completed. I’ve dedicated another article to those projects with some
great pics so this news item will focus
on the other things that are happening at our hall.

Our office staff will continue to provide a presence on Tuesdays
between 9:30 and 11:00am on Tuesdays (COVID restrictions allowing of course) for the duration of Term 3.

Having this beautiful
hall as our home base
is truly special and as
a community group,
we are very lucky. Of
course, none of it
We have all of the required paperwork and approvals from Council
would be possible
for our shed to commence but now with the uncertainty of the
without the incrediCOVID situation, we are waiting to hear when we might get a start
ble volunteer teams
date.
that we are so privileged to have. These
When you return to the hall, you will notice we have installed new
wonderful people keep our hall clean, our supplies stocked, your
blinds on the high windows inside our hall. This is because the light
enquiries answered, our bookings in order, our gardens and
coming into those windows at certain times of the day is so intense,
grounds looking beautiful and our home maintained the way we
it is washing out the image on our AV screen. This has been particulove it to be. Thank you again from all of us!
larly bad for our Film Club
group who meet once a month
Lorraine McKenzie
to watch old movies on our big
Vice President and Convenor, BSCC.
screen. With money still left in
our Shirley Miller Legacy account, we decided to install
the blinds and fingers crossed,
the problem will now be resolved.

Our Neighbour Happenings

New blinds in the high windows

You will notice that the eastern end of the carpark has had new
lines marked. The Childcare centre beside us put in a DA to Council to expand their childcare numbers and this is a condition of that
successful DA. The marked parking spaces are shared spaces between our facility and the childcare centre so this will not affect
where you can park at the hall.
No news yet on when the DA for the Aged Care Centre behind us
will be given the green light but the developer was expecting it in
July some time. Watch that space!

Parking
Since the installation of the new compost bays at the Sullivans Lane
side of the hall, we have had one or two bumps from cars hitting
the structure and the bollards that were installed in front of them.
PLEASE DO NOT PARK IN FRONT OF THE COMPOST BAYS. The area
beside the bays is now a designated “Loading Zone” reserved for
volunteers who need easier access to carry their things into the hall,
for working bees and for Council maintenance parking. The two
compost bays will soon be expanded to three, reducing further the
available space to park.

Above: New line-marking in carpark
Below: Our compost bays at work.

I have put in a maintenance request to Council to have the rest of
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expert in her knowledge of natives and we were in awe of what
we saw over there. Who knew there was such a diverse and magThis report is going to be a tribute to the incredible effort of our nificent range of wildflowers right at our back door? We are defivolunteers as much as an update on where we are up to with our nitely going to organise another excursion closer to Spring time.
projects. As I have already mentioned, the shed extension at the A couple of our volunteers built our compost bays and to replace
eastern end of our facility is still waiting to commence, but the
the garden walls we engaged Heath Harvey from M&H Landtwo other projects that we have been running simultaneously are scapes, who did a magnificent job replacing the walls on both of
all but complete. In a nutshell, this is what the two projects has
the gardens in a matter of days.
involved:
Then our fabulous Grounds & Gardens Project warriors took over.
Hunter Water – Love Water Grant
Over two freezing cold weekends we had a team of 24 people on
the first weekend and 25 on the second, braving the freezing cold
This project started with a massive working bee to remove the
huge grevillea that was growing over the old water tank, followed to work like navvies to get our gardens done. We brought in two
truckloads of soil, three truckloads
by the removal of that old tank to prepare the site for the new
cement slab to support our new of mulch and our heroes shovelled
dirt, planted the lovely natives that
water tank. The slab site was
prepared by our volunteers and Winsome Lambkin had purchased
the labour to concrete the area from Trees in Newcastle, and bucketed many loads of mulch to finish
was donated by Lloyd Hills of
Lake Mac Concreting. Next the off the gardens. I would like to
tank was installed by Daz from extend a personal heartfelt thank
Billabong Rainwater Tanks, and you to Winsome who has gone
above and beyond the call with her
finally connected to the disadedication to creating this native
garden with us. Her hubby John
also organised to have the sign at
the front garden re-done by the
Winsome Lambkin

Funding Grant Projects Update

bled toilet and to the tap on the eastern side of the building, so all
our garden water can be rainwater. The renewal of the garden
walls at the front of the hall were part of the two projects, the
eastern end being attributed to the Hunter Water Grant and the
Western End and middle, to the Lake Mac Environment Grant.
Lake Macquarie City Council – Community Environment Grant
This grant was to replace the crumbling old treated pine garden
walls to support the planting of a native garden to promote biodiversity and habitat. It included an educational component where
we were required to raise awareness in our local community of
the benefits of planting native gardens.
We started with two information sessions and a hands-on session
in the garden to prepare it for our native garden. This involved
removing all of the plants that were in the western end garden
and turned into a massive working bee to deal with the huge
amount of green waste. At that same time, we focussed on preparing the middle front brick garden for our feature natives and
we undertook our first plantings.
We organised an excursion to Trees in Newcastle and were taken
on the magnificent wildflower walk through the Jewells bushland
along the side of the Fernleigh Track. Our guide, Jenny, was an

Belmont Men’s Shed so it’s all looking brand new and fabulous.
All that is left to do now is to install our garden seat and design
and order our information plinth.
As you can see from my description of both of these projects,
there have been many working bees and a massive effort on the
part of a huge number of our incredible volunteers and without
whom, none of this would have happened.
Words cannot express how proud and delighted I am that we have
such an incredible bunch of people who are willing to give up their
time, work their butts off and achieve so much for our organisation. You are all my heroes!

Lorraine McKenzie
The pictures on the next page tell the story.
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The old garden had to go - WHAT AN EFFORT!!

New garden beds by M&H Landscapes - Wonderful!!

Next, new Soil- and a mighty volunteer turnout to move it.

Then, the nice bit - PLANTING under Winsome’s guidance

Next, the MULCH …. And another mammoth effort.

REWARD - Wildflower Walk on Fernleigh Track & Jewells Wetlands

THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR WONDERFUL VOLUNTEERS WHO HAVE MADE THIS HAPPEN
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Everyone has an interesting story, but
occasionally, you meet someone who’s
story is more than interesting, more than
even inspirational… its breathtaking!

April 2016 (70 yrs old) Newcastle to Melbourne solo 1000kms

That’s how I felt when I visited Laraine
Dunn, our U3A Superwoman, who is currently preparing for her next extraordinary long distance bike ride from Perth
to Esperance, some 1300kms, in September this year.

September 2016 Brisbane to Newcastle solo 900 kms in 10

At 75 years young, Laraine feels humbled and blessed to have had
the life she has achieved, developing a love for endurance sports
from an early age. She competed in Marathons and triathlons in
her 30s and 40s with her late husband who was also an endurance athlete. “I always wanted to walk across Australia,” says
Laraine, as if this is a perfectly normal thought for a 60+ person.
“But I reckoned that would take too long, so I decided to ride it.”
Well, that’s SO much better. (My tiny brain shrivelled a little
more.) “How do you even think that thought?” I hear most of us
chorusing. Laraine then went on to tell me about her list of endurance achievements to date and it made my eyes water.

I asked for details and here is what Laraine sent me via email.

Check this out.
July 2014 (68 yrs old) Cairns to Karumba, group ride of 220 riders. 760 kms in 6 days (unbelievable)
July/August 2015 (69 yrs old) John O'Groats (top of Scotland) to
Lands End (bottom of England) 1500 kms in 15 days 1 riding
buddy (mind-boggling)

in 9 days. (This was to ride to a conference in Melbourne on Realising Your Potential Her address was on ‘Capacity’ and to prove
the point she arrived in full bike gear WITH her bike :)
days. Roadie support for first 8 days (A doddle:)
July/August 2017 Brisbane to Cairns solo 1800 kms in 19 days.
Hit by 4WD in outskirt of Cairns in last 5 kms.

WAIT!! What did that say? Hit by a 4WD???

I got hit by a 4WD on the outskirts of Cairns about 5kms from my
finishing point. It came straight through a give way sign and the
driver didn’t even see me till she got out of the car. She heard the
knock and took me across two lanes of traffic and I finished face
down, unconscious on the ground. I remember the car not slowing
down and the first knock, think I glanced off it and got hit again.
Anyway, all good now and minimal injury.

If you are not already impressed, Laraine has a stable of academic
achievements in the health area. From her athletic background,
Laraine wanted to teach senior exercise and ways to get the most
out of their ‘now’ and their future. She wrote the Heart Moves
and Active Over 50s programs which she rolled out over 17
years. Her work with seniors includes a 1988 research programwith after hours doctors service on the effects of exercise on the
over 65s. Laraine has been recognised by the FILEX International
body that runs global conferences on health and she has been
invited to deliver 29 presentations at world wide conferences. 2
weeks ago she delivered a presentation to the Healthy Aging Summit, a global conference held on
ZOOM. Her presentation was on
‘The Power of Fun’

September/October 2015 (3 weeks after arriving home ) Perth

Currently, Laraine teaches 3 classes at the Teralba, Broadmeadow
across the Nullabor and from Hay to Merriwa. (Astounding!)
and Windale PCYCs, on healthy
aging. And in her spare time, LaLaraine arriving in Newcastle on her victory lap of the CBD
raine can be found training for
the completion of her ‘Across
Australia’ life goal. She has
planned a ride from Perth to
Darwin in 2022 and is determined to complete her goal
with a ride from Adelaide to
Perth before she is 80.
to Newcastle solo 4300

kms in 43 days. With roadie support

If someone doesn't write a novel or a movie (or both) about
this woman, I will be very disappointed.
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Congratulations Laraine. You are my hero.

Please Return My Book

Leading by example
Our ‘Term Break’ Yoga devotees respond to the call for masks in exercise
class. Well done Michael and thank you for your continued contribution to
EU3A.

Michael Wilson, our EU3A Yoga Guru, has
asked me to put out an appeal to who ever
borrowed his Yoga ‘Bible’ before we got
locked down last year. With the madness
that was COVID, these things get forgotten
so, if you have the book, please return it to
Michael any Thursday morning. Thank You x

Dates for Your Diary
Term 3 Office Hours:
Tuesdays -9.30 –11.30am
LEADERS
MEETING

Thursday 15th NOW 2
Friday 16th
July

TERM 3 Begins
MONDAY
19th July

Meetings

Ends
FRIDAY
10th
Sept

SGM

Voting closes

(digital)

AUGUST 2nd

TERM 4 Begins
MON 11th
October

Ends
FRID
3rd December

SPECIAL BSCC OPEN DAY
EVENT 20th November
10am—12.00pm
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